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Period Estimation of an Almost Periodic Signal
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to Respiratory Rate Measurement
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Abstract—Time-frequency techniques have difficulties in yield-
ing efficient online algorithms for almost periodic signals. We de-
scribe a new topological method to find the period of signals that
have an almost periodic waveform. Proposed method is applied to
signals received from a pyro-electric infrared sensor array for the
online estimation of the respiratory rate (RR) of a person. Time-
varying analog signals captured from the sensors exhibit an almost
periodic behavior due to repetitive nature of breathing activity.
Sensor signals are transformed into two-dimensional point clouds
with a technique that allows preserving the period information.
Features, which represent the harmonic structures in the sensor
signals, are detected by applying persistent homology and the RR
is estimated based on the persistence barcode of the first Betti num-
ber. Experiments have been carried out to show that our method
makes reliable estimates of the RR.
Index Terms—Periodicity, persistent homology, pyro-electric
infrared (PIR) sensor, respiratory rate (RR), topological data
analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
THERE are many processes that are not strictly periodicbut measuring them results in signals of which the shape
and period slightly differs over time [1]. Such signals are re-
ferred to as almost periodic signals. A more formal definition
can be found in [2]. Time-frequency techniques have difficul-
ties in yielding effective and consistent online algorithms for
almost periodic signals because of the inherent nonstationarity
as discussed in [3] and [4]. On the other hand, topological data
analysis (TDA) can be a powerful tool to overcome some of
these difficulties and offer a reliable alternative.
In this study, a set of TDA tools are employed to extract
period information from a given almost periodic signal. The
signal is first transformed into a two-dimensional (2-D) point
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cloud. Point clouds are usually constructed from time-delay
embeddings of signals for the analysis of dynamical systems
[5]–[7]. In [5], 2-D time-delay embeddings of sound signals are
investigated using persistent homology for wheeze detection. In
wheeze detection, it is sufficient to determine whether the signal
is periodic, that is, there is no need to find the period. Moreover,
the 2-D delay-coordinate embedding method loses the tempo-
ral period information. It is shown in [8] that it is possible to
estimate the frequency of an almost harmonic signal using 3-D
delay embeddings. However, this method requires an additional
dimension. Instead of using delay embeddings, we propose a
new method for 2-D point cloud construction that allows pre-
serving period information of the original signal. Considering
that the dc value of the signal is known, we transform each
half-cycle of the almost periodic signal to a topological hole
by inserting mean-valued samples between every other input
sample. Then, we detect the holes in the resulting topologi-
cal space by persistent homology, and estimate the period of
each cycle based on the persistence barcode of the first Betti
number. The proposed method, in contrast to many time-
frequency techniques, does not require a batch of data for period
estimation. The period is estimated whenever a new cycle is de-
tected. Since it is required to wait for a complete cycle to find the
period, we regard our method as an online method. In addition,
since the TDA describes global representations of the objects,
it is more robust to missing data points.
Respiratory rate (RR) is one of the most important vital signs
in assessing the physical and psychological health of people
[9], [10]. RR measurement has been studied in many previous
works using a wide variety of techniques [11]–[15]. In this let-
ter, we present a noninvasive pyro-electric infrared (PIR) sensor
array-based system. It is similar to the one previously developed
in [16] with the difference that accelerometer is now replaced
with an extra PIR sensor. Data received from the sensors are
processed using the TDA method to estimate the RR. Exper-
iments have been carried out to demonstrate that our method
makes reliable measurements of the RR.
The remainder of the letter is organized as follows. Operating
principles of a PIR sensor and the multisensor system set-up
are described in Section II. Extraction of the point clouds from
1-D PIR sensor signals and their topological characterization
are exploited in Section III. Experimental results are presented
in Section IV, and finally Section V concludes the letter.
II. PIR SENSORS AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
PIR sensors are electronic devices designed to sense the mo-
tion of subjects within their field of view (FoV). Indeed, rather
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Fig. 1. PIR sensor array-based RR measurement system.
Fig. 2. PIR sensor signal due to normal breathing activity. Sampled at 100 Hz
and digitized using 8-bit quantization.
than sensing the motion, a PIR sensor detects the change in
the amount of IR radiation impinging upon it. We use a dual-
element PIR sensor. It has two pyro-electric elements inside and
functions by measuring the difference in IR radiation between
these elements. If there are activities from a hot body, a binary
“1” is sent to the controller and a binary “0,” otherwise. The ca-
pability of those sensors are limited to on/off mode operations.
However, a continuous-time analog signal, which represents the
transient behavior of the sensor circuit, can be captured from
the PIR sensor through slight modification of the sensor cir-
cuitry as described in [17]. Leveraging this technique, a PIR
sensor can provide further definition of the monitored area and
individual(s).
The multisensor RR measurement system comprises of three
PIR sensors that are located onto a stand near a bed. FoVs of the
sensors are narrowed to focus on the separate parts of the chest
and hence filter out the lower body movements. Proposed set-
up is shown in Fig. 1. Time-varying sensor signals are digitized
using an analog-to-digital-converter (ADC) and transferred to
a general-purpose computer for further processing. RR for an
adult at rest is 12–20 breaths\min (bpm) and increases to 30–50
bpm in an exercise testing [18]. That is, the breathing activity
is a low-frequency activity with the highest frequency ∼1 Hz,
and thus the sensor signal should be sampled at a rate equal to
at least 2 Hz. Response of the PIR sensor in the middle, x(t),
due to a person lying supine in bed and breathing normally is
depicted in Fig. 2. When the person inhales, his chest expands
and becomes closer to the PIR sensor; when the person exhales,
his chest contracts and moves away from the sensor causing an
almost periodic signal.
III. TOPOLOGICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
Topology deals with the intrinsic geometric properties of the
objects. The objects in this study are the simplicial complexes
Fig. 3. Point clouds constructed from delay-coordinate embedding of the PIR
sensor signal with different τ values.
that will be built over the point clouds. Prior to proceeding with
the construction of point clouds, we filter the raw sensor output
by a moving average filter. This removes the noise making the
harmonic patterns in the breathing signals more conspicuous.
A. From 1-D Signals to Point Clouds
A point cloud is a finite set of points that are equipped with a
notion of distance. One way to construct a point cloud for topo-
logical analysis of a time-series is to use time-delay coordinate
embeddings [5]. Delay-coordinate embedding method defines
a multidimensional space where each dimension subsumes a
delayed version of the signal [19]. That is, given a time-series
x(t) and an embedding dimension m, a vector quantity of m
components can be described as follows [3]:
X(t) = (x(t), x(t + τ1), x(t + τ2), . . . , x(t + τm−1)) (1)
where τi is delay constant of the ith dimension. Transformation
of a signal for each choice of the delay time and embedding
dimension results in a different geometry. Suppose that we con-
struct a point cloud by setting m = 2 in (1). If τ is not selected
properly, the point cloud may not truly reflect the underlying
topology. Two such instances when τ is too small and too high
are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. On the other hand,
Fig. 3(c) shows the point cloud with τ determined using the
autocorrelation method described in [5]. The resulting space
exhibits an elliptical structure with a clean hole in the center
indicating that the signal is almost periodic.
The only information we can infer from the 2-D delay embed-
dings is whether the signal is (almost) periodic or not. The period
information of the original signal is lost during the transforma-
tion. To preserve the period information, we propose another
way of constructing a point cloud. Let x(n) be an almost pe-
riodic time-series signal for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 and μ be the
mean value. Notice that μ is the baseline level of the sensor
output and known ahead of time. To transform each half-cycle
of the oscillatory signal to a topological hole, we insert μ-valued
samples between each pair of samples of x(n) to have
x′ = [x(0), μ, x(1), . . . , x(N − 2), μ, x(N − 1)]T (2)
and form a 2-D point cloud with the sample indices being the
second dimension, that is
Z = [x′ t] (3)
where t = [0, 1, . . . , 2(N − 1)]T . Each row in Z represents the
coordinate of a point in the 2-D space. The point cloud con-
structed in this way is depicted in Fig. 4, where z1 and z2 denote
the first and second columns of Z, respectively. It now exhibits
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Fig. 4. Point cloud constructed using the proposed method.
a plurality of semi-elliptical holes, where each corresponds to
either an up or down movement of the chest. These holes can eas-
ily be detected and counted by persistent homology. The point
cloud is similar to the original time-series signal in Fig. 2 but
with additional samples that are equally spaced on the baseline
level. Moreover, the point cloud lies in a 2-D Euclidean space.
That is, coordinates of the points have no physical meaning;
they only define a relative distance between any two points.
B. Persistent Homology
Homology is a TDA tool which enables us to infer topolog-
ical features, such as components, holes, and voids, from the
samples of geometric objects. A topological space can be ap-
proximated by a set of combinatorial objects called simplicial
complexes. A simplicial complex is built from vertices, edges,
triangular faces, and higher dimensional analogues, called sim-
plices; a point is a 0-D simplex, an edge between two points
is a 1-D simplex, a triangular face is a 2-D simplex, and so
on. If the intersection of any two simplices is also a simplex,
then they together form a simplicial complex. Once the space
in which the point cloud resides is mapped into simplicial com-
plexes, the underlying topology can be analyzed by applying
homology. Homology counts the number of connected compo-
nents, holes, and other high-dimensional surfaces so that can
classify topologically equivalent spaces. In this letter, we use
homology to count the number of semi-elliptical holes and later
determine the RR.
1) Building Simplicial Complexes: Construction of simpli-
cial complexes by treating all the members of a point cloud
as vertices is computationally expensive. Therefore, we first
consider reducing its size. There are two standard methods for
subsampling a point cloud Z to a set of vertices, called landmark
points, L ⊂ Z: random selection and maxmin algorithm [20].
Three hundred landmark points sampled from the point cloud
(of 3200 points) in Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 5. Landmarks
selected by the maxmin method tend to cover the dataset and to
be more evenly spaced. However, both methods turn out not to be
suitable for our problem as many hole structures are lost in both
cases. We thereby propose another technique. First, the original
time-series signal is downsampled. Let xd(n) be the downsam-
pled signal of M  N points and μ be the mean value again.
We then insert μ-valued samples between each pair of samples
of xd(n) and form a point-cloud
L = [x′d t] (4)
where x′d = [xd(0), μ, xd(1), . . . , xd(M − 2), μ, xd(M −
1)]T , and t = [0, 1, . . . , 2M − 1]T . Number of points in L can
Fig. 5. Point cloud subsampling, (a) randomly and (b) by the maxmin method,
with a ratio of ∼10 to 1.
Fig. 6. (a) Point cloud reduced by the proposed technique and (b) the
corresponding Vietoris-Rips complex for r = 6.
be reduced more by inserting μ values into the xd vector less
frequently, that is, after each k samples, where k > 1. The point
cloud constructed with a downsampling factor of 12 and k = 6
is depicted in Fig. 6(a). Note that even though the total number
of points is now half of those in the point clouds reduced by the
random and maxmin methods, true topology is preserved.
Next step is to express the reduced point cloud L in terms of
simplicial complexes. The most general way to construct them is
to choose a scale parameter r and draw balls of radius r/2 around
each points. If any two points {li , lj} ∈ L are no further apart
than r, that is, the Euclidean balls B(li , r/2) and B(lj , r/2) have
nonempty intersection, then these points are connected with an
edge. If there exits three points that are pairwise connected
to form a triangle, then the triangle is filled in with a 2-D face.
When all the complete simplices are filled in similarly, we obtain
the Vietoris–Rips complex [21]. It can be denoted by V R(L, r),
where L is the set of vertices and r is the scale parameter.
V R(L, r) for r = 6 is shown in Fig. 6(b). As r is increased
beyond that value; opposing points which enclose a hole get
connected, new triangular faces are filled in, holes get smaller,
and eventually all the subcomplexes join into a single huge
complex.
2) Counting the Holes: Homology provides a way of sum-
marizing the topological structure of a space in the form of
so-called Betti numbers. βk gives the number of k-dimensional
holes, for example, β0 is the number of connected components,
β1 is the number holes, β2 is the number of voids, and so on [21].
Since the goal here is to find the number of holes, we will be
dealing only with the first Betti number, β1 . The problem is how
to choose the scale parameter r. If it is too small, then homology
detects many holes due to noise. On the other hand, if it is too
large, then any two points get connected and we end up with a
trivial homology. Hence, rather than a fixed value of r, a more
useful knowledge of the space can be obtained by considering a
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Fig. 7. Barcodes extracted from the complex in Fig. 6(b).
range of values. In this way, we obtain a sequence of simplicial
complexes, called a filtration V R(L, t), with the property that
V R(L, t1) ⊂ V R(L, t2), t1 < t2 . (5)
That is, a simplicial complex constructed for a smaller scale
parameter, which hereafter will be called as the filtration time,
is a subset of the complex constructed for a larger one.
As we proceed through the filtration time, vertices get con-
nected and holes start to appear. Each hole then disappears after
a particular time as the subcomplexes become gradually con-
nected. Persistence of a hole can be represented as a pair (ti , tf )
which is referred to as Betti or persistence interval. We are in-
terested in the persistence intervals that last for a long period
of filtration time because they correspond to the holes larger
in size, that is, the features. Small holes, which correspond to
noise, have short persistence intervals because they are quickly
filled in. Based on this observation, we can easily distinguish
between a feature and noise.
Each persistence interval can be visualized as a bar covering
the lifetime of the corresponding hole. The collection of bars
is called the barcode. The barcode extracted from the reduced
point cloud L for the first Betti number is depicted in Fig. 7. β1
at a time t is the number of bars that cross the vertical line at
time t. For example, at filtration time t = 6 in Fig. 7, β1 is equal
to 12. This is exactly the same number of chest movements
captured by the PIR sensor. Since a breathing activity consists
of a pair of up and down movements of the chest, RR can be
determined by dividing β1 to 2T , where T is the length of the
signal frame in minutes. Note that if the case was of a perfectly
periodic signal, each persistence interval would span the same
filtration period. In our case, holes appear almost at the same
time due to proper subsampling of the point clouds, but die at
different times because each hole has different sizes.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To make comparisons between the proposed method and
time-frequency techniques, sensor data were windowed in 1 min
intervals. RR was determined from the PIR sensor which gen-
erates the greatest peak-to-peak voltage, that is, has a better
view of the chest. Point-clouds were constructed by using the
technique described in Section III-A and subsampled to reduce
the amount of data by 90%. Javaplex library [22] was utilized to
compute persistent homology. Inputs to the function provided by
this library are: point cloud data, maximum dimension in which
the persistent homology will be computed, maximum filtration
time, and number of time divisions. The larger the values of the
maximum filtration time and number of divisions, the higher
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF METHODS FOR ESTIMATION OF RR OVER 300
TEST SIGNALS FOR EACH LYING POSITION
MAE∗
Method Supine Prone Side-lying
Proposed 0.29 0.66 0.37
AMDF [16] 0.41 1.86 0.69
ACF 0.56 1.31 0.52
FT 0.38 1.73 0.60
LED 0.71 1.64 0.66
∗Unit in bpm.
the computational complexity. On the other hand, they should
be selected large enough to capture the dominant features.
Start-time and lifetime of the Betti intervals were trained to
differentiate between true features and noise-related features.
The Betti intervals which start within the specified time frame
and persist longer than a threshold value T were counted and the
number was divided by 2 to determine the RR on a per minute
basis. Ten subjects that are not associated with a respiratory
disorder were asked to lie in a bed in different positions, that is,
supine, prone, and side-lying positions, and breathe normally for
a minute. We considered 300 test signals in total for each posi-
tion. RR of the subjects were annotated manually. Performance







|R̂Ri − RRref,i | (6)
where n is the number of tests, R̂Ri is the estimated RR,
and RRref,i is the reference RR for test i. We compared the
error to that of produced by autocorrelation function (ACF)
maximization, Fourier transform (FT), local extrema detection
(LED), and the average magnitude difference function (AMDF)
method [16]. Results are presented in Table I. Our method shows
an excellent agreement with the ground truth with an average
MAE of 0.44 and gives the best results in every lying position.
Moreover, it does not require a long signal sequence unlike the
AMDF, ACF, and FT methods to estimate the RR. LED may
also be regarded as an online method but its performance wors-
ens noticeably as the number of missing samples increases. On
the other hand, the performance of the proposed method does
not change due to subsampling of ratios up to 1/10.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we introduced the application of persistent ho-
mology to 2-D point clouds for the online estimation of period
of signals oscillatory in nature but not strictly periodic. We
demonstrated that it is possible to make reliable estimates of
the RR from a PIR sensor array. The way that the point clouds
are constructed enables us to preserve the period information
of the original sensor signals. The proposed method requires
only a limited number of data samples making the system im-
plementable on a low-cost digital signal processor.
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